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Lecture Objectives

1. To determine main causes of differences 

in financial statements across countries

2. To briefly review key differences in GAAP 

across countries

3. To look at financial reporting classification 

models

4. To briefly examine some differences 

between UK and US financial statements
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Introduction

• The communication of accounting information varies significantly

across different locations and due to different influencing factors

• Comparison between financial statements is important to enable 

company benchmarking in financial statement analysis

• However, benchmarking becomes difficult if there exists flexibility in 

measuring and reporting financial information i.e. the same kinds of 

transactions can be reported differently across companies

• Thus, comparing the financial statements of companies which are 

located is different countries is difficult

• Accounting policies are influenced greatly be the national 

environment and by national accounting standards and practices

• It is therefore useful to consider the main drivers of differences in 

national accounting practices across countries

Main Causes of International 
Differences in Financial Statements

AccidentTheoryInflation 

The Accounting 

Profession

Main Causes of 

International 

Differences in 

Financial Statements

Taxation

Providers of FinanceLegal SystemsExternal 

Environment and 

Culture
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External Environment and Culture

• Accounting is affected by its environment, including the culture of the country 
in which it operates

Hofstede (1980):

• Develops a model of culture as the collective programming of the mind that 
distinguishes the members of one human group from another

• Culture includes a set of societal values that drive institutional form and 
practice

• Study based on 100,000 IBM employees in 39 countries

Gray (1988):

• Societal values are determined by ecological influences and modified by 
external factors…

• In turn societal values have institutional consequences in the form of the legal 
system, political system, nature of capital markets, patterns of corporate 
ownership and on on

Hofstede’s (1984) Four Dimensions of Culture

Masculinity versus Femininity

• Masculinity = preference in society for achievement, 

heroism, assertiveness, material success

• Femininity = preference for relationships, modesty, 

caring for the weak, quality of life

Strong versus Weak Uncertainty 

Avoidance

• Uncertainty avoidance = degree to which the 

members of a society feel uncomfortable with 

uncertainty and ambiguity

• Strong uncertainty avoidance - strive towards 

achieving certainty, institutions which protect 

conformity, rigid codes of belief, intolerance of 

deviants

• Weak uncertainty avoidance – more relaxed, 

deviance from rules is tolerated

Large versus Small Power Distance

• Power distance = extent to which the members of a 

society accept that power in institutions and 

organisations is distributed unequally

• Large power distance – society accepts hierarchical 

order in which everybody has a place which needs no 

further justification

• Focuses on how society handles inequalities among 

people when they occur

Individualism versus Collectivism

• Individualism = preference for a loosely knit social 

framework in society wherein individuals are 

supposed to take care of themselves and their 

immediate families only

• Collectivism = preference for tightly knit social 

framework in which individuals expect their relatives 

and other groups to look after them in exchange for 

their loyalty

• Fundamental issue here = degree of 

interdependence that a society maintains among 

individuals
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Gray’s (1988) Application of 
Hofstede to Accounting Practices

Professionalism versus

Statutory Control

Uniformity versus

Flexibility

Conservatism versus

Optimism

Secrecy versus

Transparency

Gray's Contrasting

Accounting Values

• Gray applied cultural differences to explain international differences in 
the behaviour of accountants and accounting practices

• The first two relate to authority and enforcement

• Clear contrast between Anglo culture area and Asian areas

• The second two relate to measurement and disclosure

• Contrast between Anglo and Latin/Germanic cultures

Gray’s Model

Secrecy versus transparency

Secrecy = preference for confidentiality, 

uncertainty avoidance, large power distance 

reinforced by information asymmetry, less 

disclosure by companies

Conservatism versus optimism

Conservatism = uncertainty avoidance, 

conservative profit recognition and asset 

measurement, dictates behaviour of 

accountants, especially European model with 

strong link between taxable and accounting 

income

Uniformity versus flexibility

Uniformity = strong uncertainty avoidance, 

detailed regulations embedded in law, 

consistency, large power distance, emphasis 

on “we” rather than “I”

Flexibility can be associated with weak 

uncertainty avoidance, small power distance 

and individualism

Professionalism versus statutory control

Professionalism = individualism, emphasis on 

“I”, society with small power distance, self 

regulation

Statutory control = large power distance, 

regulation by government, strong uncertainty 

avoidance
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Issues with Hofstede and Gray’s models:

1. Soeters and Schreuder (1988) – models are useful for explaining 

differences in auditor behaviour, but less useful for explaining differences in 

accounting systems.

2. Salter and Niswander (1995) – Gray’s model was difficult to test – how do 

we measure ‘accounting values’ in the real world?

3. Perhaps more direct measures of accounting environment are better e.g. 

legal systems, corporate financing, tax systems, etc.

4. Historical influences (such as imperialism) may have a greater impact than 

current influences

Gray’s (1988) Application of 
Hofstede to Accounting Practices

Legal Systems

Two main types of legal system in the world:

1. Common Law

• Legal system relies upon a limited amount of statute law, which is 

then interpreted by courts

• Builds up a large amount of case law to supplement the statutes

• Seeks to provide an answer to a specific case rather than to 

formulate a general rule for the future

• Found in England and countries influenced by England 

(commonwealth countries)

• Accounting here is not dependent upon law

• Company law is kept to a minimum

• Accountants establish rules for accounting practice which may be

written down as standards or recommendations
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2. Roman Law

• Codified law – characterised by a wide set of rules which try to give 

guidance in all situations 

• Developed in continental Europe

• Company law is very detailed and accounting standards are often 

embodied in the company law

• Accounting regulation is in the hands of government and financial 

reporting is often reduced to complying with a set of very detailed 

legal rules

Legal Systems

Common Law

England and Wales

Ireland

United States

Canada

Australia

New Zealand

Singapore

Codified Roman Law

France

Italy

Germany

Spain

Netherlands

Portugal

Japan

Providers of Finance
Countries can be grouped in relation to the types of companies and how they are 
financed:

1. Bank/family group

Germany, France, Italy, Belgium – small/family owned businesses, bank financed

2. Shareholder group

US, UK – equity finance is important, millions of private shareholders, active stock 
exchange

Tucker’s (1994) study of gearing ratios supports the usefulness of this grouping

Zysman (1983) - types of business organisation and ownership differ across countries:

1. Capital market systems (e.g. UK, US)

2. Credit based governmental systems (e.g. France, Japan)

3. Credit based financial institution systems (e.g.Germany)

Parker (1994) found that this grouping had explanatory power for explaining financial 
reporting differences
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Bank/Family Group

• Few listed companies, often 
dominated by bankers who are 
shareholders, governments, 
families

• Banks or state will nominate 
directors

• Less need for published 
information/audit as most are 
‘insiders’

• Financial reporting to protect 
creditors and for governments (tax)

• Establishment of laws rather than 
rules

Shareholder group

• Often institutional shareholders

• Great pressure for quality 
published information/audit by 
‘outsiders’

• Institutional shareholders place 
greater pressure on information 
providers

• Tendency for accountants to 
work out their own technical 
accounting rules – generally 
accepted accounting principles 
(GAAPs)

• Governments intervene only to 
impose disclosure, filing etc.

Providers of Finance

TYPE A

Strong equity market

Many outside shareholders

Large auditing profession

Separate accounting and tax 

rules

Examples

Australia

United Kingdom

United States

TYPE B

Weaker equity market

Core, insider shareholders

Small auditing profession

Tax dominates accounting 

rules

Examples

France

Germany

Italy

Classification based on Corporate Financing
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• In some countries, tax authorities use financial statement information to 

determine taxable income → financial reporting becomes tax 

influenced/biased

• In Germany, tax accounts = published financial accounts, accounts are 

not really prepared for the benefit of the investor

• In US, UK and Netherlands, link between taxable income and 

accounting income is much weaker, with separate tax accounts and

financial accounts – different measurement and recognition rules

Taxation

Independence between tax and 

accounting:

• Denmark

• Ireland

• UK

• Netherlands

• Czech Republic

• Poland

Dependence between tax and 

accounting:

• Germany

• France

• Belgium

• Italy

• Sweden

• Norway

Taxation

• Important issue here is the extent to which taxation regulations determine 

accounting measurements

• One of the main differences between countries is in the treatment of deferred 

tax

Problem here:

• Tax payable does not relate to accounting profit in income statement

i.e. accounting profit is adjusted by tax authorities

• Tax incentives by governments → encourage businesses to invest in fixed 

assets

• Tax authorities reverse (adds back) these incentives (depreciation figures) from 

(to) profit and deducts tax allowance on profit

• A deferred tax liability account can be formed to deal with this

• THUS timing differences arise
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• The strength, size and competence of the accountancy profession in a 

country can help us understand accounting system differences across 

countries

The Accounting Profession

Large body of shareholders and public companies

Greater need for auditors

Need better quality financial information

German system

• System of tax experts

• Accountants must be in practice

•Longer training period

UK system

• Some accountants specialise in tax

• Accountants can be in industry, 
government, education, etc.

• Much shorter training period

Inflation

• Level of inflation affects accounting practices across countries

• In some countries, inflation can be overwhelming, particularly in 

South America

• Tweedie and Whittington (1984) study the use of methods of 

general-price level adjustment (inflation accounting) – adjusting 

accounting items by inflation indices

• In France, Spain, Italy and Greece, governments instituted inflation 

accounting in the 1970s

• In US, UK and Australia, accountants have developed responses to

inflation in the 1970s

• THUS how well a country’s accounting system deals with periods of 

high inflation gives us a good basis of comparison between countries
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Theory
• In some countries, accounting theory has strongly influenced 

accounting practice

• In the Netherlands, microeconomic factors influence accounting

Theodore Limperg advanced the case that users of financial 

statements would be given the fairest view of the performance and 

state of affairs of a company by allowing accountants to use 

judgement to select and present accounting figures

• Dutch law and tax requirements are very loose and accounting 

system is based on ‘fairness’ through judgement rather than fixed 

accounting rules or laws → replacement cost accounting

• In other countries, theory is less important, though arguably 

accounting is becoming a more theoretical subject as time 

progresses

Accounting theory Accounting practice

Accident
• Economic and political factors give rise to accounting practice 

differences across countries

Examples:-

1. Economic crisis in US in 1920s/30s → Securities Exchange Acts 

and extensive disclosure requirements

2. Change of government, impact of EU directives → change in 

accounting system

3. Impact of war→ influence of German upon French accounting

4. Western imperialism → Singapore has GAAP similar to the UK, 

African companies employ French accounting

5. Economic development → Eastern European countries moving 

towards IAS (Europeanization), but debate whether appropriate 

here
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Differences in GAAP Across Countries

Economic and environmental differences lead to differences in:

1. Accounting systems (e.g. regulation)

2. Accounting values (e.g. Gray, 1988)

3. Differences in orientation of financial reporting

All of these influence national accounting standards and practices, 

and these can be compared on the basis of six main factors:

1. Shareholder versus stakeholder orientation

2. Fairness versus legality

3. Conservatism versus accruals

4. Uniformity, accounting plans and formats

5. Consolidated accounts

6. Deferred taxation

1. Shareholder orientation versus stakeholder orientation

• In countries with widespread ownership there is a need for high-quality 

published financial information

• Existing and potential shareholders do not have access to internal 

information on the firm they might want to invest (or increase their 

investment) in

• Here, pressure for disclosure is much greater than in countries where 

providers of finance have the power to obtain internal information

• Debt versus equity orientation has a direct influence on valuation issues:

a) Equity-orientated countries – financial reporting aims at communicating 

performance and efficiency of firm to shareholders, profit measurement is 

very important, reported profit data is used to make predictions about future 

performance

b) Debt-orientated countries – financial reporting serves many different 

stakeholders, especially creditors and government, measurement concerns 

asset values more and the determination of taxable income

Differences in GAAP Across Countries
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2. Fairness versus legality

• Common law countries – financial reporting aims to give a fair representation of 

the financial situation of the company (‘true and fair view’ in the UK)

• Roman (code) law countries – financial reporting focuses on compliance with 

legal requirements and tax laws

• Difference between the two is labelled substance over form

Example – treatment of a lease contract:

• In ‘shareholder’ countries, lease contracts are often capitalised and on balance

sheet although the company is not the legal owner of the assets (UK, US)

• In ‘debt’ countries, leases are kept off balance sheet as the company is not 

legal owner (France)

• This difference alone can have a major impact on debt-equity ratios

Differences in GAAP Across Countries

3. Conservatism versus accruals

• In more creditor-orientated (tax-based) countries, valuation is more 
conservative or prudent than in shareholder-orientated countries

• Thus different valuation rules and accounting practices in each country type

Example – depreciation, provisions:

• In conservative country, declining balance method is used more often than 
straight line method, firms make greater use of provisions (particularly when 
they are tax deductible)

• In conservative accounting, lower profits tend to be reported than under a 
system of accrual accounting (but also income-smoothing occurs in the former)

• Penman and Zhang (2002) study of conservative accounting systems:

“Using a constructed index of accounting conservatism and a constructed 
index of the quality of earnings, this study identifies poor-quality earnings that 
result from changes in investment coupled with conservative accounting”

Differences in GAAP Across Countries
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4. Uniformity, accounting plans and formats

• In codified (Roman) law countries, the regulator attaches importance to 

uniformity

• Compliance with prescribed accounting plans (France, Spain and Belgium) and 

detailed formats for the balance sheet and the profit and loss account are a 

result of the drive for uniformity

• When regulation is in the hands of the government, the layout of the balance 

sheet, profit and loss accounts and notes is much more detailed

Example:

• EU directives (4th and 7th) on the formats for the balance sheet and profit and 

loss account are more detailed than IASB layouts

Differences in GAAP Across Countries

5. Consolidated accounts

• In shareholder-orientated countries, the practice of preparing and publishing 

consolidated financial statements emerged much earlier:

US, UK, Netherlands – early 20th century

Germany, Belgium – late 20th century

6. Deferred taxation

• In countries with a weak link between tax and accounting income, the practice 

of recording deferred taxes on the balance sheet is well established and 

common practice

• In other countries, this practice is relatively new and the amounts of deferred 

tax will be relatively small

Differences in GAAP Across Countries
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Nobes’ Classification of Financial 
Reporting Practices

• Countries can be classified into homogenous groups according to the 
characteristics of their financial reporting practices (Nobes, 1980)

• His classification here was based on public companies in the western world 
(before International Accounting Standards)

Nobes discriminated countries using nine variables:

1. Type of user of the published accounts of listed companies

2. Degree to which law or standards prescribe in detail and exclude judgement

3. Importance of tax rules in measurement

4. Conservatism/prudence

5. Strictness of application of historical cost

6. Susceptibility to replacement cost adjustments in main or supplementary 

accounts

7. Consolidation practices

8. Ability to be generous with provisions and to smooth income

9. Uniformity between companies in application of rules

Nobes’ (1980) Model:

• A hierarchical scheme of classification is used to describe how the accounting world might 
be divided up

• Distinction made between classes of financial reporting systems using their origin and 
original purpose as the basis for allocating countries to one classification group or another

Two basic classes of financial systems:

1. Microeconomic system

• Business-oriented

• Designed to serve providers of capital

• ALSO further distinction:

Determined by basic philosophy (pure micro measurement)

OR determined by historical origin (practitioner judgement)

2. Macroeconomic system

• Government-oriented system

• ALSO further distinction:

Based on use for tax measurement by government

Based on use for economic management by government

Nobes’ Classification of Financial 
Reporting Practices
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Netherlands

Business economics

Extreme judgemental

Australia NZ UK Ireland

UK influence

Professional

regulation

Canada USA

US influence

SEC enforcement

Business practice

Professional rules

British origin

Micro fair judgemental

Commercially driven

Italy

Code-based

International

Influences

France Belgium Spain

Plan

based

Germany Japan

Statute

based

Sweden

Economic

control

Macro uniform

Government driven

Tax dominated

Accounting Systems

Nobes’ Classification of Financial 
Reporting Practices

Gray’s (1988) Model: An Example
If we use Gray’s model of culture, we can also classify countries by their 

financial reporting systems

United States:

Culture comes from US history and geography

Pioneering attitude, risk-taking, wide-open spaces

Settlement, self-sufficiency

US culture = individualist, thrives on uncertainty, rights 

of individual protected by legal and economic structure

THUS:

Financial reporting system demands protection for 

individual through:

High levels of disclosure

Strong audit profession

BUT system reflects optimistic view of the future

Japan:

Little geographic wealth, difficult environment

Survival only as member of a team, not as an 

individual

Strong sense of honour, distance between ruler and 

ruled

Culture of communality and strong leaders

THUS:

Financial reporting system:

Arises from government

Serves to provide information to whole community in 

the form of tax returns and certain other reports

Individual shareholders are of secondary importance

Income measurement is conservative to permit 

group wealth-building → auditors are viewed as a 

nuisance
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Specific UK versus US
Financial Statement Differences

UK Accounting

1. UK standards may allow 

alternatives

2. Smaller number of accounting 

standards

3. R&D expenditure may be 

capitalised

4. Use FIFO stock valuation

5. May revalue land and buildings 

upwards

6. Construction borrowing costs 

may be capitalised

7. Partial provision for deferred tax

8. Goodwill may be left on the 

balance sheet in certain cases

US Accounting

1. All companies required to follow 

same approach

2. Large number of accounting 

standards

3. R&D expenditure is expensed

4. Use LIFO stock valuation

5. Historical cost convention always

6. Construction borrowing costs are 

capitalised

7. Full provision for deferred tax

8. Purchased goodwill is amortised 

against profit

UK Versus US GAAP Example

674,386439,340249,912102,696Equity US GAAP

669,898441,357250,964133,472Equity UK GAAP

112,38871,86684,89336,693Net income US GAAP

104,48372,51857,47145,525Net income UK GAAP

2001200019991998Ryanair

(million euro)

2,3342,3893,1983,044Equity US GAAP

3,2153,1473,3553,321Equity UK GAAP

226-451104654Net income US GAAP

114-21206460Net income UK GAAP

2001200019991998British Airways

(million £)


